Understanding the global fashion industry and the politics, issues and logistics of this immense network of players can be a tough concept for undergraduate students to understand, particularly if they have never traveled abroad. The Trans-Pacific Partnership, which was negotiated over 12 years, was ratified in February 2016. This agreement reduced thousands of tariffs, increased human rights protections and offered intellectual property rights among many other line items. It was felt at this time that the economic impact would be positive for the United States. The larger question was how the third world countries involved would be able to take advantage of this opportunity (infrastructure) and yet keep the standards as promised in the agreement (human rights).
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The summer of 2016 provided the opportunity to take US students to Vietnam to attend the Fashion Colloquia hosted by RMIT's Vietnam campus. This educational experience brought universities and industry together for three days of discussions and tours to better understand each other's point of view. The course had the following objectives:
 To network globally with peers and professionals in the fashion industry  To better understand the scope and scale of the problems and challenges that face the apparel industry in a global context.  Demonstrate an understanding of Vietnamese culture and fashion.  Demonstrate an understanding of analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of expanding businesses in a third world country and the impact of the Trans-Pacific Partnership.
Students in the department were told of the opportunity to travel and encouraged to apply by writing a research proposal on what aspect of Vietnam they were interested in. From these proposals, three students were selected. The first meeting was logistical (how to obtain passports and visas, safety, course objectives, flights, etc.). The students were then given their first assignment to research the culture, daily living (cost of housing, transportation, food), political environment, textile and apparel industry, and overall economy of the country. Discussion sessions were held during the spring semester to prepare for the travel and included a lunch with Vietnamese immigrants living near campus. Grants were obtained to help with travel expenses.
This projects design was based on Problem Based Learning creating a focused learning experience grounded on exploring the fashion industry through the culture of Vietnam. Each student developed their own learning objectives within the context of the overall course. Students conducted preliminary research, gathered information while in Vietnam and supplemented it with post-visit research to fill in any gaps in knowledge. One student researched the history of traditional Vietnamese dress, another the social influences on wearing traditional dress for modern females and the third student studied the retail economy and marketplaces in Vietnam.
